
 Fossavatn 2016: 

a success despite an impossible waxing 

 

  

Isafjordur is becoming the magical place where finds the cream of Worldloppet. 

Of all the countries of the world cross-country skiers, they came: American, German, English, 

Scottish, Japanese, Swedish, Norwegian, French, Italian, Finnish, Polish, Austrian, Canadian, Swiss, 

Czech and Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish Belgian, Estonian, Latvian, Russian, Hungarian and 

Liechtenstein ... We even crossed Icelandic! 

 
  

  

 

Angelo Corradini, who came like a skier (5 h 36 of this terrible 50 km) so that President Worldloppet, 
was playing on Saturday night at the Fish-Party to count the number of Masters titles joined by four 
friends seated coast side: 64! 64 Masters titles to four. There was Hannes Larsson (28) Ludmilia 
Kolobanova Minoru Matsuyama Boris Petroff (12 each). Jay Wiener was not far. Lacked only 
Corrado, Grant and Robert ... 

They came, they defeated and they leave full of stars in the eye even though it was hard, very 
hard. 
 

Friday, a day before the race  Isafjordur woke dressed all in white. But that snow fell in the night is 
treacherous: wet, hot. At the seaside, rain and snow succeed much of the day. And the wind is not 
rest!



 

But what he will be up there, 600 meters higher, to Fossavatn? 

Which wax choise ?  

Certainly there are fans of all-in-double-push ... but Fossavatn is not the Vasa or Marcialonga: the 
coasts are numerous and strong enough. Everyone is not Justyna Kowalczyk who almost beat ALL 
men in double-push : there are only three that escaped her. 

And those who bet on the scales or sprigs. But there are many relatively flat portions, and it’s better 
to have good slide. The sports shop recommends two layers of klister covered with two layers of 
sticks. 



 

The little old (which I am) refuse the klister: too dangerous. Although the rain increases on 

Isafjordur. "It will glue especially on the upper part of the circuit, especially off track."  

Saturday, April 30  

Saturday 460 competitors gather at the starting line to the 50 KM. An hour later it was the turn of 
25 and at least the12.5 km 

Friendly atmosphere: everyone chooses his line following the expected time and no need to prove 
anything to go with a group or another. This is the realm of trust and it works great! 

Well done  Fossavatn. 

The weather is not as bad as expected. It definitely does not rain, just a few flakes playing 

with a very modest wind. 

And especially a wind which will take the good idea to blow in the right direction for the 

first climb. But already the unhappy skiers in klister make stop often  to scrape their skis: it is 

not a good idea to leave the track to overtake a slower competitor ... it's assured tostop again 

to scrape again…. 

 

Nice surprise: a refreshment from the 4th and another on the 10th: this facilitates the rise. 

Because it takes up on the board 

Well done Fossavatn 
Miracle, for 10 minutes the sun makes an appearance. But the wind is getting stronger and is found 
front in the 13th km. Of the nearly flat (that is NEVER completely flat on the Fossavatn) are groups 
of 3 or 4 skiers I twofold unfortunate that kicking. I sometimes suffered on the climb: retreating skis. 
But by forcing on the arms, it happened somehow. 

Visibility is correct and we sometimes reserve amazing views, typically Icelandic, on 

tortured mountains and devoid of any vegetation. 



The day before organizers Fossavatn chose caution: two loops of 25 km and not the 

traditional 50 km loop because of the wind and bad snow announced. So we leave west and 

from time to time we see, not far away, the skiers who complete mounting. 

 

The wind increased and there is only one track for a few km, done by skiers themselves. Everyone 
stays in a single file :  to double oblige to go out from the track and require to develop to much  
energy. 

The wind became calm, snow stops falling and skiing is pretty good as long as we remain on track. 
And you push on the arms! 

All km are marked. To the 18th again a big rise which is too strong to stay in the tracks. And that is 
walking, with a lot of snow under the skis, that I climbed this last obstacle. Like everyone. Of  

course it will scrape the top. Like everyone. 

The descent, which was so hard for skateboarding ran through frozen snow (and worth a painful fall 
for Hannes Larsson and private classic on Saturday!) happens quite easily. 
All around us snow scooters are here to help us, just in case ... 
We do not always see them but you hear the 

23rd km: pleasant surprise: it does not go down all the way down, we get the rise after 
first bump. At least for the brave who are ready to face again this snow as sticky as slip-! And have 
completed the first round in less than 3:30. 

Nearly 70 skiers from 50 km prefer to go directly to 
the arrival: they will be ranked on the 25 km Well 
done  Fossavatn. 

The second round is much more delicate than the 
first: there is no track at all. 600 to 700 skiers have 
already been there, with uncertain wax and a wind 
that brings snow. Every short climb is nightmarish. I 
want a little scraping when skiing outside of the track 
on the embankment  : on the fresh snow  

"It's the job, it’s the experience" like says my friend Gilles Perrin .... 



With the absence of traces, we often lose one’s balance, tossed from side to side: it's difficult 

to ski well. 

And yet another good point for Fossavatn: seems that they have tracked during the race to 

allow slower skiers to finish easier. 

On the last small rises, I do not have any scrap and that is playing the champions apprentices, on 
double push, that I back up slowly but surely, skier after skier, those who remained in alternative 
style. 

The last rib is frightening.. 

But it's back on arrival. I do not draw so bad with my 4 h 20. 

 

 

And I have a very strong thought for Iwana and Joseph Kral, the inseparable pair of ALL Worldloppet 
which I know far behind, for Angelika Ronge, charming Austrian, who fight over 7 hours before 
crossing the line ... but not abandoned. As for my fellow countryman Joseph Luce, he added seeds: 
loss of a stick 15 minutes before departure, snow shoes under the skis, fall into the great descent 
because of one ski that has glued, a second stick of broken glasses in pieces and bloody nose. And 
finaly the doctor did’nt let him starting on the second round ... 

It will be understood, this year the weather played bad shots to Fossavatn. And his love ... 

But congratulations to the organizers. If I missed the party WL Thursday that was there seems 
successful, I really enjoyed myself at Cake Party on Saturday. Very good initiative which the WL 
many other races could be based : it makes pleasant the prize for those who know do not expect 
any reward. 



 

Last information :  I just 
saw Hannes Larsson and 
wants to reassure his countless admirers he is recovering from his painful fall on Thursday and will 
be on skis this summer, Argentina, New Zealand, Australia .... 

 

Joseph Luce and  me…  

 


